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Our PURE KRAFT series has a very special „heraldic ani-

mal“ that you‘re sure to already have noticed. Maybe it 

isn‘t quite clear at � rst glance why we‘ve chosen an ant 

as our emblem. 

Ultimately, PURE KRAFT - and not just this, but also ge-

nerally at gym80 - is all about becoming strong and ex-

ceeding your limits. Wouldn‘t a gorilla, a lion or a bull be 

a better choice here? We admit, that was of course our 

� rst instinct.

But then we thought about it a bit more, and we came 

up with the ant idea. Compared to humans, ants can lift 

many times their own body weight. Depending on the 

species - and it‘s assumed that there around 15.000 spe-

cies in the world - the insect can move 40, 70 and even 

100 times its own weight. 

If this were a human, they would be able to transport a 

weight of 4 tons with their own body strength. So you 

can clearly understand why this little creature is far supe-

rior in terms of strength, and why it‘s perfect as a symbol 

of strength in its purest form.

But there‘s more. These insects are perfectly organised 

into a large social community - each individual has their 

own role, which it ful� ls with tremendous zeal. This ma-

kes ants strong not just individually, but also as a com-

munity. And this is precisely what we‘d like to invite you 

to do too: become part of the PURE KRAFT community 

and follow us on Facebook and Instagram. 

Find out the latest news about everything that gives us 

strength, discuss ideas and swap stories with others!

THE ANT.
THE TINIEST POWERHOUSE.
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WHY PLATE LOADED MACHINES?

The trend towards plate loaded weight machines is expe-

riencing a new peak in strength training.

Plate Loaded machines create a perfect symbiosis bet-

ween the robustness, the original, hard dumbbell and 

barbell training and the training comfort and stability of 

equipment training.

Perfectly coordinated resistance and strength curves, full 

movement amplitudes, entry aids, counterweights, diffe-

rent grip variations, which allow for � nest exercise speci-

� cations and excellent biomechanics as well as the ma-

chine‘s own target storage, distinguish the PURE KRAFT 

series.  
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It represents our efforts to develop ourselves and not just 

our muscles, but instead to constantly move forward, not 

to be sluggish and to recognise that a little bit of effort is 

part of everyday life and it shouldn‘t be avoided, but rather 

embraced willingly.

 

If you do weight training, then you go even further. You 

look for stress. You want to push your limits. You � ght 

against the resistance until there‘s nothing left to give. 

Only when you haven‘t avoided any effort during training 

can you accept the calm that then sets in. 

FIGHTING FOR SUCCESS - 

THE ONLY WAY TO BE SATISFIED. 

If you choose this path, then this decision will also impact 

on how you live your life. Effort is no longer seen as somet-

hing that should be avoided, but rather it is seen as a chal-

lenge. „Will I ultimately be stronger?“ is the question that 

a power athlete will ask themselves. Why demand comfort 

if it just weakens and softens me? It‘s not the cable car that 

takes me up the mountain. It‘s my legs. And the experience 

of the summit you have fought for will be a hundred times 

more beautiful than reaching the top of the mountain by 

engine power.

This is how strength sports change people in very diffe-

rent ways over the years than „just“ strengthening their 

muscles. They grow much more in terms of their willpower, 

which constantly drives them forward. Their resolution not 

to give up grows, even if it‘s hard, even if they feel they‘re 

not making any progress, or if they have to start again after 

a forced break through illness or injury.

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL STRENGTH - 

TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN.

Weight training strengthens willpower, which also helps 

us to achieve other goals in life, to � ght for them and not 

to give up. It strengthens our character, becomes our in-

spiration to grab life by the horns time and time again, not 

to complain and to hesitate, but instead to embrace the 

challenges and opportunities that life brings us.

If someone asks me what I want, then I reply that I‘d al-

ways like to train for as long as I‘m alive, and that the joy 

of pumping iron may never be lost to me.

HENNING BAUM ON STRENGTH TRAINING:
MORE THAN JUST SPORT. BY HENNING BAUM

If you ask someone if they want to be strong, most likely 

everyone will reply „yes“. However not everyone is willing 

to make the journey because it‘s hard and it‘s uphill. As a 

child, I thought that you were born strong or weak, that 

your physical constitution was determined by chance and 

luck. I held good cards, I was fast and I was able to climb 

well. But there were lads who were stronger than me. That 

wouldn‘t have bothered me, but for the fact that some 

of them were mean and used their strength to intimidate 

others. I wasn‘t willing to put up with that. I decided to be-

come stronger - much stronger - than I had been thus far 

so that I was no longer helpless in such situations. None 

of these bad guys were going to threaten me or my friends 

ever again!

This � rst impulse from childhood has stayed with me until 

today, powering my drive and ambition. It literally is still a 

question of whether I choose to be strong or not, now as 

it was then. For me, it‘s part of the bigger question of how 

do I want to live? What sort of person do I want to be?

TRAINING SHAPES YOUR ENTIRE LIFE.

his fundamental question probably shapes what I do more 

than anything else. To achieve my goals, I need to train: re-

gularly, hard, with discipline. And since you don‘t get and 

keep strength like a nice car that you keep in the garage, 

I need to train constantly. While I‘m still making the deci-

sion to want to be strong, then it shapes my life like light 

and dark shape the day.

This constant striving and effort has much more far-rea-

ching consequences for us as people than just gaining 

physical strength and vitality, which of course have a posi-

tive impact on our whole lives: it also changes us inside. 



CORE

4307 PURE KRAFT LYING ABDOMINAL
1510 x 1180 x 980 mm (L x W x H) | 120 kg

4342 PURE KRAFT ROTATING ABDOMINAL CRUNCH
1100 x 1130 x 1710 mm (L x W x H) | 135 kg

4317 PURE KRAFT AB SWING
1280 x 1060 x 1680 mm (L x W x H) | 80 kg

UPPER BODY

4338 PURE KRAFT BICEPS CURL
1100 x 950 x 1310 mm (L x B x H) | 90 kg

4339 PURE KRAFT TRICEPS EXTENSION
1310 x 1130 x 1500 mm (L x B x H) | 115 kg8 9

4343 PURE KRAFT ABDOMINAL CRUNCH
2028 x 1000 x 1066 mm (L x W x H) | 130 kg



4329 PURE KRAFT INCLINE CHEST PRESS DUAL
1980 x 1670 x 1400 mm (L x W x H) | 170 kg

4311 PURE KRAFT LAT PULLDOWN DUAL
1590 x 1500 x 2210 mm (L x W x H) | 180 kg

4320 PURE KRAFT SHOULDER PRESS DUAL
1980 x 1750 x 1090 mm (L x W x H) | 156 kg

4340 PURE KRAFT HIGH ROW DUAL
1580 x 1380 x 2030 mm (L x W x H) | 165 kg10 11



4341 PURE KRAFT CHEST BUTTERFLY DUAL
1940 x 1620 x 990 mm (L x W x H) | 125 kg

4346 PURE KRAFT DECLINE CHEST PRESS DUAL
1650 x 1560 x 1250 mm (L x W x H) | 170 kg

developed with
HENNING BAUM

4326 PURE KRAFT CHEST CROSSOVER DUAL
1450 x 1150 x 1560 mm (L x W x H) | 100 kg

4325 PURE KRAFT SHOULDER LATERAL RAISE DUAL
1390 x 880 x 1330 mm (L x W x H) | 100 kg

4018 PURE KRAFT T-BAR ROW
1650 x 960 x 1350 mm (L x W x H) | 95 kg12 13



4322 PURE KRAFT SEATED ROW DUAL
1550 x 1060 x 1210 mm (L x W x H) | 135 kg

4335 PURE KRAFT SEATED TRICEPS DIP DUAL
1780 x 850 x 1180 mm (L x W x H) | 120 kg

4328 PURE KRAFT SEATED CHEST PRESS DUAL
1710 x 1230 x 1290 mm (L x W x H) | 200 kg

4318 PURE KRAFT BENT OVER ROW
1760 x 1020 x 470 mm (L x W x H) | 60 kg
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4327 PURE KRAFT POWER ROW DUAL
1800 x 1320 x 1340 mm (L x W x H) | 130 kg

4344 PURE KRAFT BUTTERFLY REVERSE DUAL
1800 x 870 x 1390 mm (L x W x H) | 110 kg

4331 PURE KRAFT BENCH PRESS DUAL
1820 x 1730 x 790 mm (L x W x H) | 145 kg

4350 PURE KRAFT PULLOVER
1700 x 1680 x 1480 mm (L x W x H) | 130 kg16 17



LOWER BODY

4332 PURE KRAFT DEADLIFT ROTATING GRIPS DUAL
1760 x 1740 x 490 mm (L x W x H) | 110 kg

4038 PURE KRAFT SQUAT MACHINE
1710 x 1350 x 1750 mm (L x W x H) | 210 kg

4324 PURE KRAFT 45° PIVOT LEG PRESS
1950 x 1550 x 1130 mm (L x W x H) | 275 kg

4333 PURE KRAFT DEADLIFT DOUBLE HANDLE GRIPS DUAL
1760 x 1740 x 490 mm (L x W x H) | 110 kg

18 19



4352 PURE KRAFT BOOTY BOOSTER
1665 x 1142 x 873 mm (L x W x H) | 165 kg

4314 PURE KRAFT SEATED LEG PRESS DUAL
2670 x 1180 x 1660 mm (L x W x H) | 360 kg 212020

THE BOOTY BOOSTER SHAPES AND STRENGTHENS YOUR GLUTEUS PERFECTLY!
Easy entry - Wide hip roll with soft middle section - Hydraulically assisted lock - Non-slip foot plat-
form - Maximum range of motion - Perfect path of motion - Increased concentric load through the 
use of elastic straps - Also includes the leg bizeps with on - storage for discs directly on the machine. 
WATCH THE VIDEO NOW!

NEW!

THE BOOTY BOOSTER.



4345 PURE KRAFT 55° STANDING CALF RAISE
1330 x 1010 x 1280 mm (L x W x H) | 70 kg

4348 PURE KRAFT TIBIA DORSI FLEXION
1080 x 990 x 1190 mm (L x W x H) | 70 kg

4337 PURE KRAFT LYING LEG CURL
1670 x 1150 x 850 mm (L x W x H) | 135 kg

4336 PURE KRAFT LEG EXTENSION
1180 x 1160 x 490 mm (L x W x H) | 145 kg22 23



4023 PURE KRAFT 45° LINEAR LEG PRESS
2080 x 1440 x 1430 mm (L x W x H) | 255 kg

4321 PURE KRAFT GLUTEUS KICK MACHINE
1500 x 1250 x 1640 mm (L x W x H) | 145 kg

4159 PURE KRAFT HACK SMITH
2120 x 855 x 1350 mm (L x W x H) | 205 kg

4026 PURE KRAFT SEATED CALF RAISE
1350 x 690 x 1010 mm (L x W x H) | 70 kg

2524
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PURE KRAFT
STRONG.

Besides the well-known bene�ts of the PURE KRAFT line, 

the PURE KRAFT-NO BULLSHIT. Line is equipped with a 

unique and patented mechanism; the Load Drop mecha-

nism! 

This technical revolution allows training with drop sets 

as well as sets with different inertia (acceleration of the 

load). The user doesn‘t need to change position, and also 

doesn‘t need help from a training partner. There is no trai-

ning break, so that the maximum training effect can be 

achieved.

FUNCTION

By activating the release mechanism, the training weight 

moves in the direction of the rotation axis. The user does 

not have to leave his position. The weight change of about 

30% takes only a few seconds and allows training un-

til muscle failure. If the weight is positioned closer to the 

rotation axis from the beginning, sets with higher load at 

lower inertia or even explosive repetitions to optimize the 

explosive strength can be done. 

Depending on the machine model, the machines have an 

adjustable backrest, an adjustable seat and adjustable 

shoulder and leg pads in order to be able to always as-

sume an optimal training position. Extra long and thick 

grips allow an optimal pressure, perfect angles and redu-

ce stress on the wrists. The entry aids help to �nd the op-

timal starting position and make an eccentric movement 

at the beginning of a set possible.

Built in the usual gym80 quality „Made in Germany“, 

from 4mm thick oval tube. Unique, indestructible and in-

comparable! 

LOWER BODY

4361 PURE KRAFT STRONG LEG PRESS
2824 x 1181 x 1664 mm (L x W x H) | 390 kg 27

STRONG



4362 PURE KRAFT STRONG DECLINE CHEST PRESS DUAL
1814 x 1625 x 1394 mm (L x W x H) | 210 kg

4363 PURE KRAFT STRONG SHOULDER PRESS DUAL
2188 x 1310 x 1064 mm (L x W x H) | 260 kg

UPPER BODY

4365 PURE KRAFT STRONG INCLINE CHEST PRESS DUAL
2156 x 1677 x 1500 mm (L x W x H) | 285 kg

4364 PURE KRAFT STRONG BENCH PRESS DUAL
2191 x 1652 x 944 mm (L x W x H) | 220 kg

2928
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EQUIPMENT

6741 PU Disc 50 mm
1,25 kg

6744 PU Disc 50 mm
10,0 kg

6746 PU Disc 50 mm
20,0 kg

6742 PU Disc 50 mm
2,5 kg

6743 PU Disc 50 mm
5,0 kg

6745 PU Disc 50 mm
15,0 kg

6747 PU Disc 50 mm
25,0 kg

2193 CLAMP COLLAR
50 mm 4407 Glute Builder „Elastic bands package“

3130
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BECOME A „KRAFTMASCHINE“!

The right food, the right ingredients and when you eat them are important for building muscle. We have a 
recipe to boost your training - for even more muscles!

SERVES TWO

• 2 sweet potatoes

• 2 avocados

• A jar of sun-dried tomatos

• 3 cloves of garlic

• A jar of green olives, pitted

• 100 ml vegetable broth

• 400 g chicken breast �llet

• Rocket

• 1 lime

• Salt & pepper

EVERYTHING FOR THE MUSCLES -

FILLED SWEET POTATOES

Sweet potatoes have more �bre than regular potatoes. 

As a result, you feel fuller for longer and they help to 

ward off ravenous hunger pangs. Here is our power ma-

chine recipe:

Rub the sweet potatoes with oil and bake in the oven 

for around 40 minutes at 220 degrees until they are soft.

Peel the avocados, mash them and mix them with the vege-

table broth, the crushed garlic and the lime juice. Add salt 

and pepper to taste.

Rinse the chicken breast and pat dry. Slice the chicken 

breast �llet into small pieces, brown, and season to taste.

Take the soft sweet potatoes out of the oven. Cut them 

halfway through the middle, open out and �ll with the 

avocado dip. Scatter the chopped tomatoes and olives, as 

well as the rocket over the top. Then place the pieces of 

chicken breast �llet on top.

Tip: Halve the avocado, scrape out the �esh with a knife, 

spread on a piece of bread and butter and sprinkle with 

salt. Alternatively, you can take the �esh out of the skin, 

mash it, season with salt, pepper and lemon juice, and 

then place it on the table as a ready-to-serve spread.

PER PORTION KCAL: 706      FAT: 28 g            PROTEIN: 40 g             CARBOHYDRATE: 84 g32
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THE PEOPLE
BEHIND THE MACHINES.
We‘ve written a lot about PURE KRAFT, about training 

and nutrition, about will and motivation and about beco-

ming a POWER MACHINE yourself with the help of our 

equipment. So far, however, we have only touched on 

one key aspect: the people who contribute to „bringing 

these machines to the world“.

At our production facility in Gelsenkirchen, we make our 

machines week-in, week-out, with two shifts a day. Indus-

trial high-tech meets true craftsmanship, accompanied by 

a lot of passion, steel, strength and sweat. 

Our engineers draw up the construction drawings in co-

operation with our product managers and developers. 

What comes next is pure steel - 4 millimetres thick and 

virtually indestructible.  

Our laser and welding robots create the components 

with extreme precision and permanently join them toge-

ther. However the �nishing touch is added by hand: 

we grind, drill, test and correct until we‘re completely 

happy with the result. We weld our materials so that they 

are tube-in-tube, making our frames virtually indestruc-

tible. This is why it‘s easy for us to offer our customers 

a 25-year warranty on the frames of our PURE KRAFT 

machines, for example. 

The metal is smoothed, painted in your preferred colour 

and the �nished machine is ready for sale after �nal as-

sembly.

 Around 95% of our components are produced in-house. 

This makes us independent and highly �exible. We even 

make the padding ourselves. Our customers are able to 

choose from numerous equipment colours and padding 

decoration options. Even different colours on the same 

machine are not a problem for us! It doesn‘t get more 

customised than this! This is quality made in Germany - 

and by the best team in the world.
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